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1940. No. 72. 

VVHEREAS the Ministry of Rome Affairs, in exercise of the powers 
vested in the Ministry under and by vD:tue of the Locomotives on 
Eighways Act, 1896, the Government of Ireland Act, 1920, and the 
Motor Vehicles and R{)ad Traffic Acts (Northern Ireland), 1926 to 
1934, made Regulations ·entitled The Motor Oars (D seand Oon
struction) Regulations, 1934 (hereinafter referred to as "the 
principal regulations ") : 

AND WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the .principal regulations 
in manner hereinafter appearing: 

Now, THEREFORE, the Ministry of Home Affairs, in exercise of 
. the powers vested in the Ministry by the Motor Vehides and R03id 
Traffic Acts (Northern Ireland), 1926 to 1934, and of all other powers 
in this behal.£ thereunto enabling ,the Ministry, hereby makes the 
following Regulations amending the principal regulations, that is 
to -say:-

1.-Artide 3 of -the principal regulations sha'}l . have effect 
as if-

Gas Cylinder (i)' the following definitions were substituted for the cor-
a:eE\ponding definitions contained therein:-

" Gas Oylinder " means a contaiiler fitted' to a motor 
car or a trailer and intend-ed for the storage of compressed 
gas· for .the purpo-se of ,the propulsion of the vehicle or the 
drawing vehicle as the case may be. 

Pipo Line. " Pipe Line" means aU pipes connecting a gas con-
tainer or containers-

(a) to the engine or the mixing device for the supply of 
a mixture of gas and air to the engine, and 

(b) to the filling point on the vehicle, and 
(ii) the following additional definitions were inserted there

in:-
Gas. " Gas" means any fuel that is wholly gaseous. at 60° 

Ii'ahrenheit under a pressure of 30 inches of mercury. 
G.,s " Gas Equipment" means a container or containers 
Equipment. for holding, or plant and materials for producing gas. 
Gas Tmi1er. " Gas trailer " means a trailer used solely for -the carriage 

of gas -equipment for the purpose of the propulsion of the 
drawing vehicle. '. . 

Gas " Gas containe1: " means a container fitted to a motor 
O"ntl1,ine . {\ar 01.' a trailer and intended for the storage of gas foi' the 

purpose of the propulsion of the vehicle or the drawing 
vehicle as the case may be. 
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I I Compressed gas " means gaseous fuel under ·a pressure Compressed 

exceeding 15 lbs.· per s9-uare inch above atmospheric Gas. . 

pressure. 
II Pressur,e pipe .line " means any part of a pipe line P!cssur.e 

. . d d ,t! 1 f d PIpe Lmo. mten e ~or t 1e conveyance {} compresse gas. 

2.-Article 49 of the pril1cipal regulations shall be read and have 
effect as though the following were added thereto as a proviso :-

" Provided that in the case of a trailer ·drawn by a motor 
tractor or heavy mQ-tor car which 1S 'propelled by gas, the sum 
of the weights ,transmi,tted to the road surface by all the wheels 
of the trailer and the drawing vehicle may equal but shall not 
exeeed 23 tons." 

3.-The following article shall be substituted for article 50 of the 
principal regulations :- . 

" 50.-In ,the case of a heavy motor car ,the weight trans- Laden weight 
mitted to the 'road surface by anyone wheel where no other of hl?avy 
wheel is in thes8!me line transversely ,shall not exceed 4 tons, ~otor car. 

the weight so transmitted by any two wheels in line transversely 
shall not exceed 8 tons, and the sum of the weights so trans-
mitted by all the wheels shall nOot exe,eed, in ,the c3tse of a 
vehicle with not more than :fou:r wheels, 12 tons, in the case 
of a vehicle with more than four wheels but not more than six 
wheels, 19 tons, and in the case of 'a vehicle with more than 
six wheels, 22 'tons: 

Provided that in the case of a heavy motor car carrying gas 
equipment ,for the purpose of its pTOpulsion-

(i) the sum of the weights transmitted to the road surface 
by all the wheels of the vehicle may equal but shall not 
exeeed'-

(a) in the case of a vehicle with not more than four. 
wheels, 12£ tons, 

(b) in the case of a vehicle with more than four but 
not more than six wheels, 20 tons, and 

(c) in the case of a vehicle with more than six wheels, 
23 tons; and 

(ii) the weight transmitted to the 'mad ,surbce by any two 
wheels in line tl'ansversely mf!.y equal but shai11 not exceed 
8£ tons. 

4.-Al;tide 51 of the principal regulations shall be read and 'have 
eff€>c~ as though the following were added thereto f],S an additional 
proVISO :-
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" Provided further ·that in the case of a two-wheeled trailer 
forming part of an articulated vehicle carrying gas equipment 
for the purpose of its propulsion, the weight transmitted t{} the 

. road ,surface by the wheels of the ,trailer may equal but shall 
not exceed 81 tons if all the wheels of the articul-ated vehicle' 
are equipped with plieumatic tyres and ·the total weight trans
mitted to the mad 'surface by all the wheels of the articul-ated 
vehicle does not exceed 20 tons." 

5.-Article 61 of the principal regulations shall be read and have 
effect as though the .folll)wing were 'add,eel thereto as an additional 
proviso:- . . 

" Provided further that "this Regulation shall not apply in the 
case of a motor ,car which is propelled by gas produced in a plant 
carried on the motor car or on a trailer drawn by the motor 
car." 

G.-Article 68 of the principal regulations shall be read and have 
effect as ,though the following words were added thereto :-

" other than a gas trailer." . 

7.-The ·following shall be substituted for Part III of the principal 
regulations :-

PART III. 
Equipment of Vehicles propelled by gas. 

" 7S.-Every gas cylinder or container sha11-
(1) be' ,secUl~ely 'attached to the vehicle in such manner 

as not ,to be liable to displaooment or damage due to 
vibration or other cause; and " 

(2) be SQ placed or insulated as not to be adversely affected 
by the heat from the exhaust system .. 

. " 74.-(1) Every pipe line shall be supported in such manner 
as to be protected from excessive vibration ands·train. 

(2) No part of a pipe line shall be 'in .such a position that it 
may be subject to undue J:ea·t from the exhaust syst.em. 

(.3) Every pressure pipe line shall be made of steel solid 
drawn . 

. (4) The maXImum unsupported length of a pressure pipe line 
shall not exceed 3 feet. 

" 75.-(1) Every union shall be so constructed and fitted that 
it will- . 

(a) nQt be liable to work loose or develop leakage when 
in use; and 
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(b) be' readily accessible for inspection and adjustment: 
(2,) No uniol!- on a pressure pipe line 01' on a gas cylinder 

shall contain a joint other thana metal to met,al joint. 

" 76.-Every a:educing valve shall be-
(1) so fitted 'as to be readily accessible; and 
(2) so constructed that tlwre can be ,no.esoape of gas when 

the engine is nQlt running. 

Reducing 
Valve. 

" 77.-(1) Every valve or cock intended to he subjected to a Vtllves nnd 
pressure exceeding 100,lhs. per square inch shall be of forged Cocks. 

steel, or of hrass or bTonze complying with the Specification 
contained in the Second ,Schedu1e to these R~gulations. 

(2) A v'alve or cock shall he fitted to the pipe line to enable the. 
supply of gas .frO'ffi the container or cQntain~rs to ,the mixing 
d,evice to be shut off, and in the case of a pressure pipe line 
shall be ,situated between ~he reducing valve and the container 
or containers and ,such valve or cock shall be :readily visible 
and accessible from the outside of the vehicle. 

(3) In the case of a pressure pipe line 'a notice indicating the 
positioI). and method of operation of the valve or cock referred 

,to in parag~J:1aph (2) hereof shall be affixed in 'a conspicuous 
jposition on the outside of the vehicle carrying th~ gas container 
or containers. 

" 78.-Every pressure gauge connected to a pressure pipe Pressure' 
line shall be so constructed as not t'O be li,able to detea:ioration Gauges, 

under the a:c,tion of the particular gases employed and shall be 
so constructed and fitted that-

(1) in the event o·f f;ailure of such pressure gauge no gas 
can escape into any pal't of the vehicle; 

(2) it is not possible owing to leakage of gas into the 
casing of, the pressure gallge for pressure to increase 
therein ,to Buch ext.ent 'as to be liable to cause a 
breakag~ of glass thereof; and 

(3) in the event of failure of ,such pressure gauge the supply 
of gas ,thereto may be re~dily cut off. 

"79.-(1) Every c'Onnection fo:r ,charging a ga·s container Oh . 
shall be outside the vehicle and in the case of a public service COl~;:~ti~llS 
vehicle no such conneetion shall be within two f{=let of any 
entrance or exit. 

(2) An efficient shut-off valve shall be fitted 'as near as 
practicable ,to the filling-point: 

Provided that in cases where compressed gas is not used a 
cock or an efficient non-return valve may be fitted in lieu 
the:t'eof. 
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(3) \Vhere compre.ssed gas is. used an additional emergency 
shut-off valve shall be fitted adjacent to :the v1alve referred ,to 
in paragraph ('2) hereof. . 

(4) A cap shall be fitted to the gas filling point on the vehicle 
and where compressed gas is used this cap shall be made of 
steel with a metal -to metal joint. 

"80.-(1) Where a trailer is used for the carriage of a gas 
cylinder,a reducing v'alve shan be fitted on the trailer. 

('2) No .pipe used for conveying gas from a trailer to the 
engine of a vehicle shall ,contain cO'lllpressed gas. 

" 81.-Every part of a g'as container propulsion system shall 
be-

(1) so placed or pm-t.ooted as not to be exposed to 
accidental damage, and shall be soundly and propetly 
constructed of suitable and well-finished materials 
capable of withstanding the loads and stresses likely 
·to be met with in opemtion, and shall be maintained 
in an efficient, safe and dean conditio);1; and 

(2) ·so designed and constructed that leakage @f gas.lS nQt 
likely to occur under normal working conditions, 
whether or not -the engine is :running." . 

8.~The principal l'eglllations ·shall have effootaJ.s .though the' 
following were added thereto as a -second ,schedule :-

SECOND SCHEDULE. 

SPECIFICATION FOR BRASS OR BRONZE VALVES. 

Manu.facture Of Valves. 

1.-The stamping 01' pressing from which each valve is manufactured shall 
be mac1e from bars produced by (a) extrusion, (b) rolling, (c) forging, 
(d) extrusiolJ. and drawing, or (e) rolling and drawing. 

Heat Treatment. 

2.-Eacll stamping '01' pressing shall be heat h'eated so as to produce an 
equiaxed microstructure in the material. 

Freedom from Defects. 

3.-All stampings or pressings and the bars from which they are made 
shall be free from cracl{s, laminations, hard spots, segregated materials 
and variations in composition. 

Tensile Test. 
4.-TensiIe tests shall be made on samples of stamps or pres sings tal;:en at 

random from any consignment. The result of the tensile test shall conform 
to the following conditions ;-
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Yield Stress-Not less than 15 tons· per !:!quare inch. 
Ultimate Tensile Stress-Not less than 30 tons per square Inch. 
Elongation on 2 inch gaug.e length-Not less than 25 per c·ent. 
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l\io'te-Wllen the g.auge length is le!:!s than 2, inclles the required elonga· 
tion shall be proportionately reduced. 

TIle fractured test piece shall be free from piping and otller defects 
(see paragraph 3). 

9.-These·Regulwtions may be cited as " The Motor Cars (Use 
and Construction) (Amendment) Regulations, 1940," and shall be 
construed as one with the principal Iregulations. . 

Sealed with the Official Seal 'Of :the Ministry of Home Affair:s 
'[or Northern Ireland this 19th day of July, One Thousand 
Nine Hundred and Forty, in the presence of 

(L.S.) G. W. Brownell, 
Assistant/ Secretary. 

Public Service Ve~icles: Construction. 
REGULATIONS, DATED 19TH DAY 0])' JULY, 1940, MADE BY THE 

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS UNDER PART II OF THE MOTOR 
VEHICLES (TRAFFIC AND REGULATION) ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND), 
19'26. 

1940. No. 70. 
vVHEREAs'the Ministry 'Of Home Affairs, ,in' pursuance of the 

provisions of Part II o[ the Motor V,ehides (Traffic and Regu}ation) 
Act (Northern Ireland), 1926, made Regulations entitled the Public 
Service Vehicles (Cons'trnction) Regulations, 1932 (hereinafter 
ref.erred to as " the, iPrincipal regulations' '). 

AND WHEREAS -it is expedient that the principal regulations should 
be amended in manner her,ein3tfterappearing: ' 

Now, THEREFORE, the Ministry of Home Affairs, in 'exercise of 
the powers vested in :the Ministry by ,the Motor Vehicles (Traffk: 
and Regulation) Act (Northern Ireland), 19'26, and of all other 
powers in that behalf thereunto enabling the Ministry, hereby makes 
the following Regulations amending the principal regul'ations,that 
is to say:-

1.-The ,following paragraph shall be subs,tituted for paragraph '2 
in P·art T of the Schedule to the principal regulations :-

" '2.-Weight. (1) S41bject 'as' hereinafter' iProvided in sub-
paragra.ph (2) hereof. ' 

(a) The sum of all the weights transmitted to the road 
surface by all the wheels :-

(i) of a four-wheeled vehicle shall not eX!ceed 9i tons 
in the case of a single-decked vehicle, or 11 tons 
in. th~ {la/Be of ~ double~deck~d vehicle i 


